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ISSUE 8 / Winter 2016
The Parish Magazine of
All Saints, St Margaret Ward
& Our Lady of Lourdes
A Happy New Year to you all; may it be a happy and
successful one.

May 2016 sees the 50th Anniversary of All Saints’
Parish and we hope to make the next edition of The
Trinity a special commemorative one. We will try and
feature the Parish history of the last 50 years, but we
need your memories and photographs; so dig out the
albums and the memories and let us have them.

We also continue to need your stories, photographs
and your views on parish life or life itself from all three
parishes. Please keep them coming.

Once more we have to thank our advertisers, without
whom this publication would not be possible. Please
use their services when appropriate. Anyone wishing to
advertise please contact Kevin Lee on 0161 969 2132.
Thank you.
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Prayer &
Vulnerability
July saw a visit from Sister Joann Heinritz of the
Jesuit School of Theology in Berkeley California.
Sister Joann was Father Ned's spiritual mentor
during his course in Berkeley in 2014. Following
evening Mass, and to a packed congregation,
Sister Joann delivered a 75-minute talk addressing the topic of Prayer and Vulnerability.

Elaine Giles
reminds us of a Very
Special Evening
Using Chaos Theory she described the power of adjusting to
the new reality each stage of our lives brings. Chaos Theory
describes how, out of the energy of chaos, or disruptions, new
patterns emerge bringing a new reality to our lives. However,
this cannot happen without the inevitable pain experienced in
times of disruption and change.
Weaving through the wisdom of Steve Jobs, and lessons
from the Special Olympics, she drove home the importance of
learning to dance with life despite our imperfections to make
sure we truly live before we die. It was a warm, friendly and
thought-provoking night that kept us talking for days. Here's
hoping Sister Joann manages to find room in her schedule for
a return visit next year.

Sister Joann explained that the talk encapsulated the content
of a 6-hour course she presents at the sabbatical programme
at the Jesuit School of Theology. Sister Joann acknowledged
that Vulnerability wasn't a topic that had people flocking to hear
about it and it was her privilege to share it with us.
The theme of the early part of the presentation was the
pervasiveness of "broken". Referencing many mentions of the
"broken" principle, including in the works of Augustin of Hippo,
Henri Nouwen, John Kinsella, Sigmund Freud and more, Sister
Joann expanded on this to address the concept of vulnerability.
When we are less than perfect it exposes us to feelings of
vulnerability. Rather than treating vulnerability as a negative
emotion she explained just how powerful vulnerability can be.
We need to give ourselves permission to be less than
traditionally perfect and embrace any perceived flaw or
imperfection. A mended soul is a more beautiful soul. Sister
Joann shared a very personal story of a time when she faced
a difficult struggle. Kicking sand along a beach she discovered
what she initially thought was a perfect shell. On closer examination she discovered it was broken and said her first instinct
was to throw it away. It was then that God spoke to her and she
realised the true value of being broken and accepted anyway.
The point was further illustrated as she outlined the concept
of Kintsukuroi, the Japanese art of repairing broken pottery
with lacquer dusted or mixed with powdered gold, silver, or
platinum. The philosophy treats the damage and repair as
part of the history of an object, rather than something to
disguise as a disfiguration. She compared the Greek ideal
with the Hebrew ideal.
The Greek ideal is to be flawless, completely whole, true,
good and beautiful. To be perfect is never to sin. Contrasted
with the Hebrew ideal where to be flawless simply meant to
walk with God despite our flaws; to be in the divine presence,
in spite of the fact we are not perfectly whole, good, true and
beautiful.

A Warm
Welcome
to New
Parishioners!
Kathleen Dewhurst
tells us of her first
impressions.

A video of the entire event is available on our website at
http://ourparishes.church/sister-joann-heinritz-talk-2015/

Sisters Bernie, Catherine, Joann,
Martine and Jo meet up after the talk.

Eighteen months ago my husband Steve and
I came to our first Mass at All Saints’ Church.
I remember feeling a little apprehensive as we
walked across the car park - Would we feel
happy with the priest? - Would we fit in with
the congregation? - Would the congregation
accept us as one of them?
A warm greeting at the door was a promising introduction, and as we sat down people
in the benches in front and behind smiled a
“Hello” to us. We started to feel at home.
The Folk Choir was leading the singing that
Sunday and we enjoyed every moment - their
enthusiasm was catching.
We were taken by complete surprise - a
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very nice one, I may add - when at the
close of Mass, and before leaving the altar,
Fr Ned gave a very warm welcome to any in
the congregation who were there for the
very first time.
How much better could this get?
Time has gone by since that first morning
and now Steve and I could not imagine being
anywhere else. We are among friends in a
lively and caring community.
And now for the icing on the cake, we
have just moved home and now live within
the Parish, in walking distance from
All Saints’ Church.
Aren’t we the lucky ones?

Attendance
Allowance
S
T
C
A
F
E
TH

A claimant does NOT have to have an official carer
or anyone living with them and the money can be
used in any way the claimant wishes.

The Purpose of the Allowance is to help older or
disabled people to actively help themselves to keep
their independence and remain at home. It is hoped
that having this extra income will encourage people
to heat their homes adequately, eat a healthy diet,
employ people to help with the tasks of daily living
and avoid becoming isolated.
The Claim is made on a self- assessment form
obtainable from DWP on 0345 605 6055 or can be
downloaded from the internet (however, it can no
longer be submitted on line.)

Pauline Coward, a Benefits
Claims Consultant for Age UK
sheds light on the who, how and
why of this allowance.

Completing the Form The form has 28 pages and
some people find this off-putting. Not all the parts of
all the questions are relevant to each claimant.
The form requires details of medical condition,
medication, treatment, and looks at how these issues
have affected the claimant in the past six months and
whether the problems will continue for at least the
next six months.

Attendance Allowance is a benefit paid by the
Department of Works and Pensions. It can be
claimed by anyone over the age of 65 who
satisfies the rules about “the right to reside in
the United Kingdom” and who has difficulties
with their day-to-day personal care.

The Questions These ask about how people
cope first thing in a morning: are they stiff? Slow?
Unsteady? It asks about problems moving about the
house, stairs, getting in and out of the bath or shower, dressing and undressing, remembering medication, making food, falls, memory problems and what
happens during the night if people need the toilet or
have other difficulties.
The questions are wide-ranging and are designed
to prompt people to remember and describe all their
difficulties. It is often better to get a friend or relative
to help complete the form as sometimes others see
the day-to-day difficulties more objectively. It is rare
for DWP to contact GPs or consultants for further
information so as full a picture as possible needs to
be given.
It is important to be as realistic as possible in
describing difficulties as decision-makers are experienced in the symptoms and difficulties that medical
conditions and age present. Unfortunately there are
no questions on the form about difficulties with shopping, cleaning, gardening, or outdoor walking. The
Decision makers assess only personal care issues.

IT IS NOT . . .

●  Means tested.
(Which means that it does not look at how much
income or savings a person has)
● Taxable.

Attendance Allowance is paid at one of two levels.
The lower rate is given where problems are mainly
between morning and going to bed at night.
The higher level is paid if there are also problems
after the person has gone to bed.
Currently the rates are: Lower rate £55.10;
Higher rate £82.30 (April 2015)
Requesting a form direct from DWP means a
dated form is despatched with a return envelope and
as long as the completed form is returned within the
6 weeks allowed, the claim is paid from the initial
week of contact.
Remember it is the duty of the claimant to enquire
about and make the claim. A claim cannot be backdated to an earlier date.

Age UK Trafford can give Advice and Information
about claiming Attendance Allowance.
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Ring 0161 746 3940

10am-3.30pm (closed 1-1.30 ) Monday-Thursday

All Saints’ Children’s & Youth Centre 30th Anniversary
Paul Goddard reminds us of a very important
Anniversary in All Saints’ Parish.
In the early 1980s some very successful youth
groups were flourishing at All Saints but they had
no permanent base. These were Brownie Pack, Girl
Guide Group, Play group and Junior Football Club.
A group of All Saints parishioners got together and
formed a committee with the aim of providing a base.
The Diocese gave us permission to build on the School
Playground but could not afford us any financial support
so we decided to ‘do-it-ourselves’. Initially we thought
of using a second hand Portakabin but then agreed that
our children deserved better.
We called on parishioners to contribute in terms of
organisation and fundraising. Professioal help came
from an architect, site agent, bricklayers, plasterers,
plumbers, electricians and decorators (mainly amateur!).
They worked at weekends and evenings over an 18
month period to provide the Centre which stands today.
It was officially opened and blessed by The Bishop of
Shrewsbury (Bishop Gray) on Monday 30th September
1985 at a ceremony in the Youth Centre attended by
civic dignitaries and parishioners following a Celebration
Mass in the church.
The total cost of the ‘do-it-yourself’ building (including
fitting out and equipping ) was some £25,000 (£53,000
today) and the money was raised by fundraising events
in the Parish Centre, proceeds of Parish Summer Fairs,
charity and local business donations and generous personal donations.
As was said at the Opening Ceremony “The building
of the Youth Centre was an act of friendship - a group of
friends got together and decide to construct a building. A
wider group of friends – the whole Parish community, led
by our Parish Priest, Father Farrell, gave wholehearted
support to the project with their time, effort and money.”

Youth Centre under construction.

Presentation of the gifts at the Celebration of Mass
by Bishop Gray, with Fr Farrell.

Procession of the Priests at the Mass.

The All Saints Children’s and Youth Centre is, of
course, still in active use today, 30 years on, and
stands as a testament to what can be achieved by
a wonderful Parish Community effort.
Happy 30th Anniversary

Procession from the Church to the Youth Centre.

Civic guests with the Bishop.

The opening ceremony.
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A Golf
Widow?
- Never!!

Pat Daly tells us
why she epitomizes
the old adage “...if
you can’t beat them,
join them”.

Your Invite to come and Join....

The Monday Club

Pat with the Salver she won twice and the
Trophy she won on eight occasions.

At about ten to two on Monday 9th March this year the kettle
went on in the Social Club at All Saints and by ten past two
the Club was, to say the least, rather full….and thus started
“The Monday Club”.

Yes, quite a few years ago,
I was a golf widow, that is until
my husband Liam (Bill) encouraged me to have a go.

Incidentally we were intending to give the club a “proper name”;
I’m not sure that this is still work-in-progress but the current name
fits rather well!
During the last seven months we have enjoyed talks with subjects ranging from how families cope when a member is in prison,
to personal health and ‘well being’, the benefits system and local
history. We have enjoyed trips out to Liverpool, a trip and lunch
aboard a barge on the Lancaster Canal, and Blackpool Lights. We
also enjoy musical afternoons, quizzes, games and bingo.
We meet for two hours each week from 2.00 pm to 4.00 pm and
have a core team of organisers and lots of willing helpers with tea
making, washing-up, organising a speaker, donating a prize for
the weekly raffle, reading out quiz questions or just turning up and
chatting, which is so important as without those who turn up, we
wouldn’t exist at all.
There isn’t a specific membership; some people come every
week, others call in occasionally. Some are parishioners, others are
from neighbouring Churches. Everyone is always welcomed, and
the kettle regularly goes on at ten to two every Monday…shall we
put a few more cups out for you too?

This I did reluctantly, only to discover that I actually liked the
game. So much so,with weekly practice and plenty of competitions, I reduced my handicap from 36 to 9 after only eight years.
This despite working full time. So, the only thing for it; I had to
change my working hours to accommodate my hobby and
work part-time.
It’s a fantastic (ugh!} hobby; very time-consuming, but very
rewarding. I’ve been very lucky and have won many, many prizes
over the years. It also enables you to play in any country that you
visit, with Portugal our favourite, which we visit each year.
Over the years, when in Portugal, we regularly met up with
our great friends Teresa and Pat Dwyer; we wined, dined and
danced at their apartment and had a whale of a time...but also
played a lot of golf.

The Club meets
most Mondays
in All Saints’
Parish Centre
2 till 4pm Come and join
the fun.

Fab Body Fitness

a healthier future only a footstep away
People will choose to have a Personal Trainer for various reasons.
Whatever your goal, I am here to help you achieve it.
I have the qualifications to train you, the experience to educate you
and the life skills to inspire you.
My goal is to coach my clients
to be the best possible version of themselves.
What I offer:

Hot Stone Massage
Sports Massage
Swedish Massage
Prenatal and Postnatal Massage
Reflexology

Personal Training
Nordic Walking
Pre and Post Pregnancy Training
Kettlebell Training
Weight Management

Photos taken
on a Monday Club
trip to Liverpool
Docks in the
Summer.

Tel: 0778 886 6141
email: shelly@fabbodyfitness.co.uk
www.fabbodyfitness.co.uk
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All Saints’ parishioner John Skelhorn, relives a
hair-raising
walk in the
Scottish
Highlands.

Dark

Lochnagar

With walking companion John Brocklebank.

I have for more than 30 years been travelling to the Scottish Highlands each year
with two friends, John and Roy, for long
weekend walking holidays.

To be more precise John and I would walk and Roy
would drive. Walking for Roy was a no-no; he was often heard to say “a second class drive was better than
a first class walk” He would drop us off at our starting
-point and pick us up late afternoon, wherever, same
place or 20 miles away with a wee dram of whisky to
celebrate.
In May 1996 we arrived in Ballater on Royal Deeside, our east coast venue. The weather forecast was
decidedly iffy; we’d encounted snow in Perthshire
on the way up. Of course snow is not unusual in the
Highlands at any time of the year. Saturday morning
dawned with overnight snow. It didn’t deter us from our
chosen climb, Lochnagar, the 21st highest Munro at
3341ft.
We left Ballater via the Old Bridge of Dee, drove the
7 miles up Glen Muick to the car park at the Spittal of
Glenmuick. We donned our winter gear saying cheerio
to Roy “see you at 4 o’clock”. As we left the car park it
began to snow; not too bad at first, but it soon became
very heavy with snow flakes the size of half-crowns!!!
Unusually there was not a breath of wind and the snow
began to get deep. We were joined by another walker
who turned out to be a Bothy inspector for the
Scottish Mountaineering Council.
We walked together for a couple of miles and then
parted company; he continued straight on and within a
few yards he had disappeared into the blinding snow.
Unable to see our route we turned off the main path
on a compass-bearing towards our destination. By this
time the snow was thigh-deep in places making it very
difficult going. After over 2 hours struggling we made it
to the Coll between Meikle Pap and the main summit.
With still a very steep climb to the summit we
stopped and took stock of the situation. We found a
spot to sit and have lunch, and as if by magic the snow
stopped, the clouds lifted and the sun came out, giving
us a view down into Lochnagar and magnificent views
over the southern Cairngorms.
After some discussion I decided, that John, having
no winter skill experience, that discretion was the
better part of valour, we should return to the car park.
Given the conditions it still took the best part of 3 hours
to get back to meet Roy at 4 o’clock.

The red dots indicate our first atte
mpt there and back.
The red and black dots indicate the
successful circular route.

Three years later when we returned to Ballater we were
determined to try again. Although there was snow and
ice it wasn’t quite as bad as before, and I had taken the
precaution of taking 2 ice-axes, and after a couple of quick
lessons in the basics of ice axe arrest etc.., John was
ready to go. We made it to the summit, Cac Carn Mor,
having lunch on the top on a beautiful, sunny day with the
temperature at about -5. Our route back took us on the
path next to Glas Allt past some dramatic waterfalls to the
shores of Lock Muick next to the Glas-allt-Shiel, the house
that Queen Victoria bought as a retreat for her and Prince
Albert. Back to the car park for a dram.
This article is dedicated to the memory of my
dear friend Roy who died in October 2014.

Whatever the
occasion

0161 973 7229

256 Marsland Road, Sale
See us at www.kenfraserflorist.co.uk

As a member of Interflora, FTD we can arrange your flower
delivery Locally, Nationally and Internationally.
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Elaine Giles makes us aware of the importance of

Staying Safe Online

After OurParishes.church (http://ourparishes.church) new website went live
I got a lot of questions from people asking about computers, the Internet and
especially how safe they are. Based on those questions, here are three ways
you can take control of your computer safety.

Computer Software
Service Fraud
Computer Software Service Fraud
involves people being contacted by telephone and told there is a problem with
their computer. This is followed up by
an offer to fix the problem, for a fee.The
callers often claim to be from Microsoft,
TalkTalk, BT or more generic-sounding
organisations such as the “Windows
Technical Department”.
They then claim to have identified that
your computer has been infected with a
virus or needs an update and offer an upgrade or a fix for the problem. What they
want to do is take you through the logon
steps in order to gain remote access to
your computer. If they get this far you’d
see the mouse moving and changes being made to the display.
They then collect a fee (anywhere
between £100 and £300 is common) and
tell you the problem has been resolved.
Once that initial payment has been processed it is not uncommon for additional,
often larger, unauthorised payments to
be debited from the payment source.
In the worst cases programs are also
installed that allow the criminals unlimited
access to your computer, without your
knowledge. This permits them to collect
information including online passwords,
personal data and banking details.
Access to this information facilitates
further illegal activity and so starts a
vicious circle.
The average reported loss due to
these scams is £200 but some have
lost up to £6,000.
Many people tell me they’ve had such
calls. I’ve actually had one myself. These
calls will sound very genuine but they’re
not. Microsoft will NEVER ring you to tell
you have a computer problem.

What should you do?

Simply hang up, immediately. If you’re in
the mood for some fun ask THEM to tell

you the serial number of your computer,
or tell them you don’t have a computer
… they will promptly hang up on you!

Virus Protection
Viruses can come from many sources:
e-mails, websites, shared files, to name
just a few. Your best defence is to install
virus protection software. This does not
have to be expensive as there are free
anti-virus applications such as Avast
(https://www.avast.com/en-gb/index)
and AVG (http://free.avg.com/gb-en/
homepage).
However good your virus protection is,
though, it doesn’t replace the need for
constant vigilance. If that sounds arduous it really doesn’t have to be. It’s just a
matter of not opening email attachments
or files from people you don’t know,
being circumspect with attachments and
files from people you do know and never
sharing passwords.

Passwords
Once you start using services such as
email, Amazon, eBay, Twitter, Facebook
and the rest you’ll need a username and
password for each service. I know it’s
tempting to use the same username and
password for each account you create.
DON’T!
While it’s easier for you to remember,
it’s a disaster waiting to happen. Here’s
why: Let’s say you create an account for
a new free service and you use the same
username and password that you use for,
as an example, Amazon. While Amazon
don’t get hacked the new service does.
If your username and password for that
service had been unique to that service
no harm done, but it wasn’t. Now the
hackers have your Amazon username
and password and that gives them access to any payment method you have
saved on Amazon. Repeat that for all the
online services you have and you have a
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nightmare scenario.

The Solution

The solution is simple, though. Make
the password for each account you
create unique and complex enough that
is can’t be easily cracked. The name
of your dog/cat/rabbit is NOT a good
choice! Neither is your mother’s maiden
name, your dad’s middle name or the
name of your favourite actor. A good
password has lowercase letters, uppercase letters, numbers and symbols in it
and the longer it is the better.
The good news is there are applications that can create good strong passwords for you and manage them for you.
This ensures your accounts are secure,
your passwords are secure and you only
need to remember one password to
access the app that is storing all your
other passwords. As a bonus these password management apps have mobile
versions that synchronize your details so
you have access to all your passwords
wherever you are via a mobile device.
Two of the best of these kind of apps
are 1Password (https://agilebits.com/
onepassword) and LastPass (https://lastpass.com/).
Don’t think it can’t happen because
it does. I personally had my details
accessed when Adobe (creators of
Photoshop) were hacked. I did have a
unique and strong password so no other
accounts of mine were at risk. However, I
still had to cancel my credit card, request
a new one and inform 20+ online services
of the change in credit card details. That
is why I have a completely separate credit card for using online with a lower limit
than my “real” credit card ... but that’s a
story for another day!

If you have any questions about
online safety or computer
issues catch me after Mass
or contact me via email at :
ElaineG@RosewayGiles.co.uk

St Margaret Ward
Year 6 Trip to
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At the beginning of the Autumn Term 2015,
the Year 6 children at St Margaret Ward
School packed their bags and headed for a
few days of team-building, challenges and fun.
Their destination was Robinwood in Alston,
Cumbria. After a long and interesting journey,
admiring the beautiful countryside and counting
the yellow bikes in preparation for the Tour of
Britain Bike Ride, the children were delighted to
arrive at the adventure centre.
Throughout the three days, the children took advantage
of the variety of activities available: canoeing, climbing,
zip wire, giant swing and team-building skills. Although
some of the children felt apprehensive when preparing for
a particular activity, it was wonderful to see the rest of the
group encouraging them and supporting them and then
celebrating with them when they had conquered the activity.
The weather certainly helped to make it a memorable
experience and many children (and staff) enjoyed the
scenery and abundance of wildlife. The behaviour of the
children was remarkable and we were proud to say they
were from St Margaret Ward.

‘‘ ‘‘ ‘‘ ‘‘

Children’s comments about Robinwood 2015
Megan
Alfie
Leo
Maicie
Robinwood definitely
Robinwood was a
Some of the

‘‘
‘‘
‘
‘
‘
‘

real challenge but
the best part was
overcoming my
slight fear of
heights.

Robinwood was a very
enjoyable experience.
The activities encouraged
me to overcome my fears
and they helped us to
work as a team.
I hope to go back there
soon!

activities were scary
and high but when
you actually do it,
it’s a great experience once in a
lifetime!
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brought us together as a
team. Everyone supported
each other and it was
amazing to see. Robinwood helped us get to
know each better and we
became closer
as friends.

India 2015
Sue Perkins, a parishioner of All Saints’ and
Lay Chaplain to Loreto Grammar School, Altrincham,
reports on her recent trip to India with the school’s
sixth formers and five staff. The trip of a lifetime
witnessed both the joy and pain of Kolkata.
Excitement was palpable when 30 Loreto girls and
5 staff were waved off on Saturday 11th July 2015 at
the beginning of our trip to Kolkata, India. We had
been preparing for our trip since September 2014 and
finally we began our journey, physically, emotionally
and spiritually. After flights from Birmingham to Dubai
and Dubai to Kolkata we finally arrived at our home
for the next two weeks on Sunday morning.

Sister Cyril was Principal of Loreto Sealdah for 37 years
and transformed the education of thousands of the poorest
girls in Kolkata as well as challenging social injustices.
The Rainbow programme has at least 460 centres with the
Indian government now using the Rainbow model for its
own schools. Girls educated at Sealdah are from a wide
range of social backgrounds.

Kolkata was a shock to the senses on every level. It was
hot and very humid; the noise of horns on the road would be
with us constantly; the smell was unique and the sights on
the streets were challenging. Our girls were based in three
of our seven Loreto schools in Kolkata, teaching in the
Loreto day-schools as well as supporting Rainbow girls in
two schools and boarders in the others.
Loreto Bowbazar was established in 1843, Entally in 1847
and Sealdah in 1857 by the Loreto sisters. I was able to meet
Kanchen again, a Rainbow whose home I had the privilege
to visit on my last trip 2 years ago. She is an amazing young
woman who will use the opportunities and education to have
a better life than her mum and dad. She lives and goes to
school at Bowbazar.
Loreto Entally is where Mother Teresa lived and taught as
a Loreto sister for 27 years until she established the Missionaries of Charity and began her challenging work in the slums
of Kolkata. There remains a special connection with Entally
and Mother Teresa. Sister Carmellai remembers fondly the
time when Mother Teresa was still part of the Loreto
community and her story beyond. Mother Teresa requested
that her funeral go from Loreto House in Kolkata.
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They have regular meals and
educational support so that they can
grow and have hope for the future.
‘The school, therefore, seeks through its education
system to prepare agents of social change who will
transform society from within.’ Sr Cyril wrote in her
book ‘Loreto and You.’
The Rainbow girls, aged between 3 and 18 whose
families live on the streets of Kolkata, live very simply
at Loreto Bowbazar and Loreto Sealdah. Social workers assess the girls’ family situations and the Rainbow
programme gives them a safe and caring place to sleep.
They usually go to the local day-schools. They are
called Rainbow because they come and go, some running away or back to their families, but many do return.
This programme has changed, and possibly saved, the
lives of many girls.
The boarders live and go to school at Loreto Entally.
They live very simply, eat together and sleep in dormitories. Their families are very poor. Two sisters in particular, Maria and Veronica, have a special place in my
heart, living and being educated at Entally, since their
mum was tragically killed in an accident three years
ago. The majority of the Rainbows and boarders go
home during the school holidays, but a small number remain because their homes are deemed too dangerous.
The India trip was challenging not only physically but
mentally and spiritually. We experienced two weeks in
which we saw beyond our own world, glimpsing into
another way of life where circumstances and opportunities are very different. It was a life changing trip for the
whole team.

Impressions from some
of the girls.

Alexandra Gill-Lewis, 17, from Hale, who worked in the
Entally Loreto School, said: “It was incredibly rewarding.
I worked with girls aged 7 and 8 and they were so joyful
and so grateful for their education. They all seemed to
realise how important their schooling would be to them
and their future lives and were so grateful to us for
coming, though I have to say the conditions they live in
were shocking and something, somehow must be done
about the enormous disparity in wealth.”
Emilia Postaleniec, 17, from Altrincham, who taught in
Loreto Bowbazar, said “I worked with a 13-year-old girl
who spotted me when we were out and about in the city
and invited me into her home, and although I was unable
to go, she was so proud of what she had, even though to
western eyes, it would seem so little.”
Helena Stiles, 17, from Bramhall, who worked in Loreto
Sealdah, was amazed to meet the same girl her elder
sister Catherine had befriended on the same trip two
years ago. “I couldn’t believe it. I had heard so much
about little Puja and there she was, the same amazing
and lovable child my sister had described.”
Hannah Capey, 17, from Sale, remembered meeting a
child called Prena. Her mother had left the family home,
she had seen two of her siblings die, and was living with
her father and five siblings in a dilapidated shanty street.
“The teachers told me she was quite withdrawn and had
many problems but over the two weeks she really began
to open up to me and I felt I was doing something genuinely important.”
School Chaplain Sue Perkins, said: “It is important for
our girls to see what life is like in a totally different
environment, but still to feel the connection with Loreto’s
family worldwide.”
The girls had all worked throughout the previous year
to prepare for the trip, raise funds for the Kolkata Schools
and to fund their own passage. After returning home each
one has pledged to do what they can in future to continue
to assist the three Loreto Schools in Kolkata.
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St Margaret Ward parishioners
Ann & Phil Maree, are frequent
visitors to the Basque region, and
bring us a favourite recipe of theirs
from the area. Easy to prepare
and cook, this is a one pot recipe
that reheats well, too.

Poulet se
i
a
u
q
s
a
B
Basque Chicken
Ingredients

(Serves Four)

4 chicken legs.
s - or fresh
400gms tinned tomatoe
ripe ones.
2 chopped onions.
1 crushed clove garlic.
sliced thinly.
2 peppers (red & green) e.
thym
1 bay leaf and sprig of
olives (optional)
Orange segments and
White Wine.
A little stock (100ml) or
to taste.
Pinch of smoked paprika

rlic and
Gently fry the onions, ga
ve to a heavy
mo
peppers till softening. Re
atoes and bring to
casserole. Add the tom
en till golden, then
a simmer. Fry the chick
th the herbs and
add to the vegetables wi
seasoning.
the hob but I put
This can be cooked on
one hour. The
it in the oven (170°) for
added towards
orange segments can be
pasta or potatoes.
the end. Serve with rice,

Some interesting information
about the Basque race:-

● They are said to have migrated thousands of
years ago from East Afica via the Middle East to
Europe. ● They are fervent Catholics and sing
Basque hymns with gusto. ● Are very proud
to claim St Ignatius of Loiola as theirs. ● The
Basque language is the oldest and most difficult
in Europe. ● The story goes that the Devil tried
to learn it for 7 years - in vain! ●There is a well
known Basque saying “Happiness is the one
thing you can give without having”

Ona jateko gogoa! = Bon appetit!

Open Day: During the morning of Saturday, 25th June 2016.
Entrance Examination: For girls wishing to join Loreto Grammar School
in Year 7 in September 2017 - Saturday, 24th September 2016.

We are proud that our girls care about others and the greater
good. Loreto Grammar School is a happy community where
girls feel valued and safe and are given the opportunity
to ﬂourish.
Academic success and the development of conﬁdent,
responsible young women is at the heart of this outstanding
Catholic girls’ Grammar
School.
G
Outstanding results year on year at all levels.
Successful applications to Oxbridge, Russell Group
and Ivy League Universities.

4AH
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Golden
Anniversaries

A Personal
Reflection on
the Easter
Triduum

By Elaine Giles
As newly returned members of the parish this was
our first Triduum journey in the UK for some years
and it started on 18th February with the first Mass
of Lent. It was the beginning of a series of beautiful, reflective and calming Masses during the Lent
period.

This year saw the anniversary of All Saints’ SVP Conference’s
longest-serving member, Ken Smith (89). Ken, a founder
member of the Conference, has served for more than 50 years.
A well known figure in the parish, he is always willing to help
with the work of the SVP.
At a recent SVP District Council Meeting, Ken, picture above,
was presented with a SVP Long Service Certificate in appreciation for his years with the St Vincent de Paul Society.
In the photograph are L to R: All Saints Conference President,
Kevin Lee, Ken Smith, District Council President, Keiron Walsh
and SVP District Council Spiritual Director, Canon John Rafferty.
Well done, Ken. Thank you.

Father Ned always managed to make each Mass eminently
relevant to contemporary issues, inviting us to be introspective
and renew ourselves during this special time. On a personal level
the additional Masses provided more than an increased opportunity for spiritual reflection and renewal, they were also a perfect
opportunity to meet more parishioners and be welcomed into the
parish. For which we both thank you all.

The Easter preparation throughout Lent culminated in the
Easter Triduum: Holy Thursday, Good Friday, and the Vigil of
Easter on Saturday night. Sharing the Triduum across all three of
our parishes was lovely and so on Holy Thursday it was Our Lady
of Lourdes that hosted the service. A highlight of the Lent season
promised to be the Walk of Witness on Good Friday afternoon.
As is typical nearing any UK holiday season the weather threatened to put a dampener on proceedings but Father Ned was
adamant the walk would happen. In answer to leading questions
regarding the likelihood of rain we were informed, several times,
that in the event of rain, rather than letting it deter us, we would be
wet Christians! On the day there was much judicious planning with
travel arrangements evident mainly involving cars strategically
left at both ends of the walk to forestall a necessity to make the
journey twice!
The walk itself was extremely well attended. St Martin’s Church
in Ashton village was the starting point of our journey and it was
packed out. We were all made extremely welcome before a short
but heartfelt service lead by Father Shaun. Then it was on to the
main event and venturing outside we followed the route planned
by St Martin’s.
We headed through the leafy back lanes running alongside
St Martin’s and on through myriad residential roads towards All
Saints. The walk was taken at an easy pace with plenty of time to
chat with new friends and old. Back at All Saints a brief candlelight
service awaited as did refreshments. We needn’t have worried
about the weather, the rain held off just long enough for us all to
arrive back at All Saints, when it did make an appearance.
On Easter Saturday it was St Margaret Ward’s turn and the
Vigil Mass started with a blessing of the fire before we followed
the Paschal Candle into the dark church illuminating it with the
candles we were carrying. The Vigil marked the culmination of
our period of reflection and a statement that we are ready for the
renewal the Easter season brings.
The whole Lent period was a glorious journey. A huge
thanks to all those involved in making it so special.
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Congratulations to Margaret and Dave Cornwall,
parishioners from Our Lady of Lourdes Parish who celebrated
their Golden Wedding Anniversary in September.
They requested that friends and relatives make a contribution
to their chosen charities instead of receiving gifts.
A wonderful total of over £750 was donated, and cheques
were sent to the Valley of the Moon Children's Centre in Bolivia
and the British Heart Foundation.

A Theological Reflection on Forgiveness and Mercy
By Deacon John Conway

Joseph comforted (Hebrew, Nachan) them and set
their minds at rest. He reassured them. He lifted
them up with words that touched their hearts.
(Genesis 50:15-2).

order to prepare and plan for a better future. Christ’s forgiveness, mercy
and hope lift us up and sustain us through the dregs and murky waters
of despair. Christ, the New Joseph comforts and sets our minds at rest.
William Blake wrote:
“For MERCY has a human heart
PITY a human face
And LOVE the human form divine
And PEACE the human dress”
I suspect that Shakespeare in his play, “The Merchant of Venice”, had
the Sermon On The Mount in mind when he wrote:
“The quality of mercy is not strained. it droppeth as the gentle rain from
heaven upon the place beneath – it is twice blessed. It blesseth him that
gives and him that takes. It is an attribute to God Himself. We do pray
for mercy and that same prayer doth touch us all to render the deeds of
mercy.”
You and I are called to be prophets of God (Greek, Prophetes, to speak
on behalf of the God of mercy and hope), to be the New Joseph of extravagant kindness, love, hope, forgiveness and peace. (cf.Psalm 103:8ff,
Exodus 34:6ff). A song of Abba springs to mind: “I believe in Angels. I
have a dream, a song to sing, to help us cope with everything. There is
something good in everything and in everybody I see and meet.”
My dream and prayer for Pope Francis’ Jubilee Year of Mercy: that
Christ, the New Joseph will transform the battlefields with gardens of
delight, will change hard hearts with gentle angels of love, mercy and
where peace is unknown, make it welcome, where peace is fragile, make
it strong and where peace is temporary make it permanent.
Let us be peacemakers and more ready to call people friends than
enemies
More ready to trust than to mistrust
More ready to love than to hate
More ready to respect than to despise
More ready to serve than to be served
More ready to absorb than to pass it on
Let us put on the mind of the New Joseph, the Prince of mercy, forgiveness, hope,love and peace.

The story of Joseph in the Old Testament (Genesis 37-50) begins in
hatred and ends in forgiveness, mercy,love and peace. Joseph
(In Hebrew the name means “May God expand, increase”) lifted up
his brothers, reassured them because they were fearful and despairing. They felt that Joseph would seek revenge against them because
of what they had done to him. But Joseph was far from being bitter or
resentful. Instead Joseph saw angels of goodness and hope in all his
brothers. He lavished them with loving forgiveness.
He was extravagantly generous in letting go of past hurts and
humiliation. He knew that unforgiveness is a lethal weapon. Christ is
the New Joseph, the Prince of Peace who declared in His Sermon On
The Mount (Matthew 5): “Blessed and happy are the merciful (In Greek,
Eleemon) they shall have mercy shown them. Blessed and happy are
the peacemakers. They shall be called sons and daughters of God.”
Christ’s final farewell to His disciples was one of peace - “My peace
(In Hebrew, “Shalom”. In Greek, Eirene) I give you” (St John 14:17).
Christ never said to anyone, “You are a hopeless case”. “You are
wasted space”. “You are unforgivable”. But rather, Christ had a gentle,
compassionate and merciful attitude towards people. He not only
saw their actuality but equally their potentiality. Christ never accepted
people for what they were – that only makes them worse. He was not in
the business of demeaning people.
Christ the Lord of all Hopefulness is always planting seeds of hope
(Elpis, Greek) in the human heart. “If you have hope this will make you
cheerful” (Romans 12:12, cf.Romans 8:20ff). He accepted people for
what they can become. He made them feel wanted, wonderful, special
and beautiful.
Christ’s limitless and extravagant love, forgiveness and mercy are
really His gift of peace to us all – peace with God, peace with others
and peace with ourselves. Forgiveness is freedom from the past in

Taking care of your
family’s future
Being part of the local community means understanding
local needs. McHale and Co Solicitors is privately
owned, and was founded in 2001 by Altrincham
resident Andrew McHale.

While we can help with preparing
a Will, dealing with someone’s
estate when they die, or
buying or selling a house, we
can also provide personal
and business advice on
a range of issues, with
home visits, evening
appointments and free
initial consultations.

Demolition

Contact us today

•

Excavation

•

Remediation

Commercial • Industrial • Residential • Highways • Dismantling
Principle Contractor • Rail • Concrete Crushing • Facade Retention

0161 928 3848
philippa.wright@mchaleandco.co.uk
19-21 High Street, Altrincham,Cheshire, WA14 1QP
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Optometrist & Contact Lens Practitioner

MAGUIRE WORKSHOP
SUPPORT LTD

We provide a full vision care service:
Eye Examinations including
Assessments for Eye Diseases,
Digital Retinal Photographs,
OCT Scanning, Diabetic Eye Checks
as well as a full Contact Lens Service.

Maguire Workshop Support Ltd with over 30 years experience
in engineering and specifically 15 with Castrol equipment, are
committed to completing all work to customers requirements.
We guarantee all work on installation and service and offer a
rapid response to equipment breakdowns.

At David Arnold Opticians, we go to great lengths to
ensure your visit is warm, friendly and informative.

17 Green Lane,
Ashton-on-Mersey,
Sale M33 5PN

• LUBE EQUIPMENT
Oil Pumps, Oil monitoring equipment, Hose Reels,
Oil Guns, Digital Hose End Meters.
• VEHICLE LIFTS, 2/4/ POST
Re-ropes, Re-nuts, Service and Repair.
Insurance Reports. Planned Maintenance. Lift Re-sites.
• GENERAL EQUIPMENT
Transmission Jacks, Trolley Jacks, Jacking Beams.

Large Selection
of Designer Frames

(0161) 973 3674
La rg e Ra ng e
of Ch ild re n’s
Fr am es

• WASTE OIL EQUIPMENT
Waste oil units, Pit Oil Collectors,
Waste Oil Pumps.
• PIPE WORK:
BULK OIL,
COMPRESSED AIR,
WASTE OIL
Bulk Oil Tanks.

www.david-arnold.co.uk

L & J BUILDING
SERVICES

KEN
DERTA
UNUN
DERRK RK
WOWO
INGING
BUILD
OF OF
BUILD
ES ES
TYPTYP
ALLALL

• AIR COMPRESSORS
Service and Repair.

FREE ESTIMATES • REDUCED RATES FOR OAP’S

•
• RE-ROOFS • ROOF REPAIRS • GUTTERS
• FASCIAS • POINTING • PLASTERING •
• BRICKWORK • NO JOB TO SMALL •

Full Public Liability Insurance in place.
Risk assessment and
Method Statement supplied upon request.

Maguire Workshop Support Ltd

18 SALISBURY ROAD, URMSTON, MANCHESTER M41 ORB

TELEPHONE GEOFF 0161 748 5322
MOBILE: 0792 9620880

14 Ainsdale Drive. Sale. Cheshire. M33 4JU.
Tel: 0161 962 3502
Mobile: 07982 240884
Email: vincent.maguire3@ntlworld.com

Put your faith
into action

Established
1984

Specialists in Lettings & Property Management
We offer a competitive, friendly
& Professional service for all
your property needs.
We have registered prospective
tenants looking to move in and
around the Sale area at the
earliest opportunity.

Do you have a
property that meets
their requirements?

cravenproperties.co.uk

Call Today: 0161 973 6969

BROOKIES REMOVALS

ying you
a
s
f
o
e
s
rove
the u
“Whats’ th if you dont’ pes 2.14
have fai ur actions?”Jam
it by yo

Est.
1982
Helpful, friendly staff

PROFESSIONAL REMOVERS & STORERS
FOR OVER 20 YEARS

Photo: Richard Else

We are a local family run business built on
recommendations who specialise in all size property
removals. We offer a friendly, professional service at an
affordable price

Join us in fighting poverty through trade

Buy, give and campaign
www.traidcraft.co.uk
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0161 283 0241 0161 282 9886
07836 320 270

Cartons supplied by us

Packing service
available
WE MAKE
MOVING
STRESS FREE!

All Saints’ & Our Lady of Lourdes
SVP Christmas Lunch 2015

We love
real cof to serve..
fee here
rselves
“We dedicate ou ee. Fair
ff
to our co
a big
trade makes s.”
u
difference to ez
Guillermo

Per

Photo: Richard Else

For over thirty years, Traidcraft has been seeking out
smaller-scale, more vulnerable farmers in the developing
world to bring their quality fair trade produce to the market.
Because we commit to long term fair trade relationships
farmers can plan ahead for a secure future and that means
lasting benefits for their families and their communities.
We hope you enjoy our delicious,
fresh ground coffee.

traidcraft.co.uk
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Pictures Kevin Lee
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Compiled by Keith Jones

There are 4 groups of 4 words in the “wall”.
The 4 words in each group HUT
have something in
common. There is only one solution.
LINEN

TIME

HALF

FIRKIN

DUAL

WOLF

HOGSHEAD

PEARL

BUTT

LEVER

CHINA

THIEF

YARD

PIN

ELF

PUNCHEON

Connect Wall Clues:
a) Word endings b) celebrations c) reverse d) measures

Off
rtt O
or
T
spo
nsp
ran
Tra
dss
ind
A
Kin
ll K
All

2.
3.

4.
5.

d with with
Name the vessel particularly associate
the year 1621.
catcher”?
Where would you expect to find a “cow
“Tour de 		
Who were the first 2 Brits to win the
France”?
“Vostok 1”?
Who, in 1961, is especially linked with
Hamilton
is
Lew
For which Formula 1 team does

drive?
6. What is the French Derby called?
horse?
7. “Lamri” is which mythical figure’s
k of Records” in
8. According to the “Guinness Boo
made
which year was the first parachute jump
in
with
wer
(Ans
by Louis-Sebastien Normand.
20 years.)
was made in
9. The first solo transatlantic flight
Island to
Long
from
s”
the “Spirit of St. Loui
m?
who
by
1927
in
Le Bourget
corde 1?
10. In which airport can you find Con

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

9

11

13

12

16

18

19

23

20

21

24

22

25

27

26
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The “Only Connect” Wall
MEAT

1.

1

28

30

29
32

31

34

33

35

36

37

38

39

42

41
43

40

44

45

Across
1. Halifax-born inventor of cats’ eyes (5,4)
9. Garden tool (3)
10. Anticipated hour of plane’s landing (abbreviated) (3)
11. See 45 across (3)
12. French cartoon character who fought to repel the Romans (7)
14. Chemical symbol for element with the atomic number49 (2)
15. Dark liquid ejected by cuttlefishes (3)
16. Medieval musical instrument of the viol class (5)
17. Shortest book of the Old Testament (7)
21. Old drinking cup with 2 or more handles (3)
23. Honourable title of baronets & knights (3)
24. “Parts of ------”, e.g. colon. adverb, pronoun, comma (6)
26. Joseph ------, surgeon, “father of antiseptic surgery” (6)
28. A pictorial riddle (5)
29. A burning fever (4)
30. An S-shaped architectural moulding (4)
32. The Hebrides (7,5)
36. Abbreviated city, site of Hollywood, centre of the US film industry (2)
38. ”---- trip”, action aimed at boosting one’s self image (3)
40. (See also 40d, 42a, 41a) Popular song by Tom Jones (2, 2, 2, 7)
41. See 40 across (7)
42. See 40 across (2)
43. Essential item of information when filling in forms (1, 1, 1,)
44. Gigantic extinct NZ bird (3)
45. (See also 35d, 11a) Well-known aria from Puccini’s “Madame Butterfly” (3, 4, 3)
Down
1. Site of one of the 7 Great Wonders of the Old World 6)
2. Greek goddess of the dawn (3)
3. Net-wielding gladiator (9)
4. White rose partisan from the Wars of the Roses (7)
5. Witch, wizard or a spell (3)
6. “Breakfast ---- Tiffany’s”, Audrey Hepburn film (2)
7. Common salad plant (10)
8. Surname of the hero, first name Fitzwilliam, of one of the most popular books
of English literature (5)
11. A national parliament, in Japan or Russia, for example (4)
13. ”Howard’s -----”, book by E.M.Forster (3)
18. Ship’s lowest internal part below the floorboards where filthy water gathers (5)
19. Large tailless monkey (3)
20. Large, long-legged, long-necked wading bird (5)
22. The main point of a matter (4)
25. Distinctive shape of part of a European country similar to a leg part (4)
27. A badger’s dwelling (4)
29. The beard of barley (3)
31. A soldier in the American army (2)
33. Capital city of one of the Baltic States (4)
34. One of the largest cathedrals in England (3)
35. See 45a & 11a (3)
36. Sign of the Zodiac (3)
37. A priest’s garment (3)
38. A measure of cloth length c. 18 inches (3)
39. A measure of electrical resistance (3)
40. See 40a,42a & 41a (2)
41. A high academic qualification (2)
42. Abbreviation of the USA state whose capital is Boston (2)
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Transport of All Kinds Answers:
1. The Mayflower 2. On the front of a locomotive (e.g American or
Canadian) 3. Bradley Wiggins & Chris Froome 4. Yuri Gagarin (he later
visited Manchester) 5. Mercedes 6. Le Prix du Jockey Club (not “L’Arc
de Triomphe) 7. King Arthur 8. 1783 in Montpellier, France)
9. Charles Lindergh 10. Manchester
General Knowledge Crossword Solutions
Across: 1. Percy Shaw 2. Hoe 10. ETA 11. Day 12. Asterix
14. Ir (Iridium) 15. Ink 16. Rebec 17. Obadiah 21. Tyg 23. Sir 24.
Speech 26. Lister 28. Rebus 29. Ague 30. Ogee 32. Western Isles
36. LA (Los Angeles 39. Ego 40. My 41. My 42. Delilah 43. D o b
44. Moa 45. One
Down: 1. Pharos 2. Eos 3.Retarius 4. Yorkist 5. Hex 6. At
7. Watercress 8. D’Arcy 11. Diet 13. End 18. Bilge 19. Ape 20. Heron
22. Gist 25. Heel (Italy) 27. Sett 29. Awn 31. Gi 33. Riga 34. Ely
35. Fine 36. Leo 37. Alb 38. Ell 39. Ohm 40. My 41. DD 42. MA
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All Saints Children sing
at the Hidden Gem

SECRET CODES

The Year 5 and 6 children of All Saints’ Primary school,
continued their annual tradition of singing at St. Mary’s,
the Hidden Gem.

Have you ever tried to solve a code?
Using a code is one way of ensuring that what you want to
say isn’t too obvious to other people.
There are a few points to remember:
• keep it simple for the benefit of both sender & receiver
• both parties must find the method easy to remember
• speed will be helpful.
Here are 2 examples:
a) Reverse code : simply write your message in reverse, as follows
CAN YOU SEE THE BLUE CAR? Becomes
NAC UOY EES EHT EULB RAC
OR
RAC EULB EHT EES UOY NAC
b) Alternate code: choose groups of 5 letters.
Using every other letter will give the solution.
IEAJM THYUV NZGMR KY Solution – I AM HUNGRY

On December 4th, after a busy morning at the Manchester Museum
of Science and Industry, we made our way to the Hidden Gem to attend
mid-day Mass. The children were reverent and respectful throughout - a
credit to us all. After Mass, the children performed a number of Christmas
carols, both traditional and modern. They sang beautifully to a packed
church. Many lovely comments were made, regarding their performance
and their superb behaviour at all times.
The children really enjoyed themselves. They returned to school (still
singing!) ready for the school fair which took place straight after school.
Many of them helped to run stalls, contributing to a successful event.
The children were wonderfully prepared for their singing, by Mrs Mulvihill.
As always, many parents and other family members attended Mass,
making the occasion another special event for the
parish family of All Saints.

Practice makes perfect.
So, why not try to solve these messages.
Use Reverse Code for a, b, c.
Use Alternate Code for d, e, f.
(You may find this a bit harder, at first)
a) SEOHS WEN RUOY EKIL I
b) KOOB EHT YOJNE UOY DID
c) POTS SUB EHT TA UOY EES LLAHS I
d) TMHKR LEHEJ BPLOI YNCDB MWIQC RE
e) CPOYR POBNH AGTWI BODNQ SMTLR
PEBEC T
f) TDHWE ZFGIKL BMOSM TNAWR UTKSN
ABTBM KIGDZ DWAHY (harder!)

Junior All Round Quiz

occur?
many times does the letter D
1. In the days of the week, how
rd?
boa
ss
che
there on a
2. How many white squares are
e been called William?
hav
s
king
lish
3. How many Eng
n water?
4. Is ice lighter or heavier tha
Italian or Spanish?
5. Was Christopher Columbus
or the A56?
6. Is Washway Road the M60
ce?
7. Who was the first man in spa
letters of a typethe
-hand corner of
8. Which letter is in the top left
rd?
writer or a computer keyboa
th Pole or the South Pole?
9. Do penguins live near the Nor
lish history occurred in 1666?
10.Which famous event in Eng

ARE YOU A GOOD
DETECTIVE?

Find the 10 differences in the two pictures.
You will not be told the answer!!!
JUNIOR QUIZ ANSWERS
Junior All Round Quiz Answers:
1. 8 times 2. 32 squares 3. 4 kings
4. Lighter – it floats - as does an iceberg
5. Italian, born in Genoa 6. The A56 7. Yuri Gagarin
8. The letter Q 9. South Pole 10. The Great Fire of London
Secret Codes Answers:
These are the first 2 letters of each phrase:
a) I, L b) D, I c) I, S d) T, H e) C, O f) T
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Summer Fun

Pictures: Angela Lucci
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Pictures: Kevin Lee
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Pictures: Elaine Giles

